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ART. VI1.-Note on the Lnngtrage8 spolren betweel2 the Amam 
Pulley aand Tibet. By STEN K o ~ o w ,  of the U n i v e r ~ i t ~  
of Christiania, Norway. 

THE mountainous region between the Aasam Valley and 
Tibet, from Bhutan i n  the west to the Brahrnaputra in the 
east, is inhabited by a, series of tribes which are all of 
Tibeto-Burman stock. 

Beginning from the west, they are the Akas, the Daflih, 
the Abor-Hiris, and the various Mishmi tribes, viz., Chuli- 
katii, DigZru, and M l j G  Mishmi. 

Our chief sources for the knowledge of the dialects spoken 
by these tribes are as follows :- 

Heaselmeyer,  C .  H.-Thc Hi l l  Tribes of thc ~Vortl~ci'tl Yvorztiet. of Assam. 
,Jourrznl o f  t he  Asiatic Society o f  Bengal, vol. xxsvii ,  pt. 2,  1868, 
pp. 192 ff. 

Anderson, J .  D.-A short Vocabulary of the A k a  Lattgtcagc. Shillong, 1896. 
Robinson, Wm.- note^ o n  the Dophla's and the Peculiarities of their Laftgguqr. 

,Totw?zal o f  the  Asiatic Society o f  Bengal, vol. sx, 1863, pp.  126 ff. 
Hamilton, R. C.-A?& Olrtli9,e G r m ~ ~ ~ z a r  of t l ~ c  Da$a Latrgtcnge as spoken by 

the Tribes itjzn~edintely sotctl~ of the Apa  Tannr~g Cot(~zt~.y. Shillong, 1900. 
Bobinson, Wil l iam.-  A'otes ojt the Langt~ages spokefa by tJbe carioics tribes 

inhabiten9 the Pnlley of Asam and i t s  motuctain eot9::lles. Journal of  the 
Asiatic Society o f  Bengal, vol. xviii, pt. 1 ,  1849, pp. 1 8 3  ff. 

Needham,  J .  F.-0utli.t~~ Gvagntnav of the 8I~ai'ycitag iUiri Laijgcsage as spokm 
by the dlil-is of that Clan resSin,y in the NeigAbotwhood of Sndiya. 
Shillong, 1886. 

Bobineon, W.-Notes on thc Langzcagev  spoke^^ by t f ~ c  iK-S'litlhis. .Jo~ct'~zal of 
the  Asiatic Society o f  Bengal, vol. xxiv,  1856, pp. 307 ff. 

Campbell ,  George.-Sprcivzews of Langrcqes o f  Ivzdin. Calcutta, 
1874, pp. 239 ff. 

Heedham,  J .  F.-A fezo Digdr6 /T4roan), (Mtjd) fX'iic)> ciiicl Zbctian wor& 
collected during a t ~ i p  to Ritna nnd back i92 Derrinbo., 2885, nun! J a n u a q ,  
,2886. [Shillong.] 

The dialects in  question maj- couvenie~~tly be classed 
togetlher as t,he North Assam Group of Tibeto-Burman 



languages, uud in Ohc remarks which tollow 1 shall try to 
throw some light 011 their relation to each other and to 
connected forms of speech. 

The dialects spoken by the Dafliis and the Abor-Miris 
are closely related to each other, and their vocabulary, to 
some extent, agrees with that of Mishmi. Aka, on the other 
hand, has a diffel.eat and very peculiar appearance. Strange 
and radical phonetical laws have been a t  work in that 
dialect, and i t  is, in most cases, very difficult to compare 
it  with other Tibeto-Burman languages. The grammatical 
stnicture, however, is exactly the same as in t,he languages 
of the surrounding tribes, and there is also a considerable 
number of words which can be traced in other Tibeto- 
Burman languages. Thus, Aka a&, Daflii d-60, father ; Aka 
ci-fzi, Daflii dn, mother ; Aka atzgd-sd, Meithei angang and 
ma-chd, child ; Aka I I ? / U ,  Kuki-Chin ,uli and )tau, younger 
brother or sister ; Aka I&, Tibetan Olo, LushEi Ziuzg, mind ; 
Aka e-nyi, Daflii a-nyi, eye ; Aka t8zis3, Tibetan sna, nose ; 
Aka Iihie, Tibetan Ingo, Burmese ~JZNIIIZ~,  head ; Aka Iche-chu, 
Burmese chharh, hair of head; Aka t t ~ i ,  Tibetan me, fire; 
Aka ~ n ,  Tibetan c?&hu, water; Aka ju, Singphi3 ,jan, sun ;  
Aka cchi, Tibetan Gi, fish ; Aka tsdrr, Tibetan zn-bn, Burmese 
tua, eat ; Aka tlbtl, Tibetan cc-titung-ba, Daflii fa, drink ; Aka 

i i ,  Dnflaji, give ; Aha Idu, ~ e i t h e i  Iriu, t,ake ; and so forth. 
All the dialects in question agree in some points. The 

differences between them, on the other hand, are considerable, 
and they do not form a distinct linguistic group. They 
have been classed together because they are all intermediarv 
between Tibetan and the Assam- Burmese languages of 
tohe Tibeto-Burman family, and because the tribes speaking 
them are found in the same locality. The group, therefore, 
is both a geographical and a linguistic one. 

I n  order to understand the position of t'heue dialects and 
their relation to other Tibeto-Burman languages i t  will be 
necessary to go into details. It is, however, difficult to do 
so, because our knowledge of them, and especiall~. of Alra 
and Mishmi, is very limited. The remarks which fbllow 
are therefore given with every reserve. Their reliability 



ie deperldeut on the trustworthiness of our mitteriuls. They 
do not extend to the whole grammatical structure, because 
a comparison of the various dialects mould, in many cases, 
be uncertain. I have confined myself to some remarks oil 
the numerals, the personal pronouns, and a few grammatic:~l 
features. 

The first five numerals are :- 

O?zc.-The forms in Daflii, ChulikatiT, and Dig-Eiru are 
practically identical. Aka ci corresponds to Miri &Ed, 
Neithei n-71zu, Kachin ni-mu, etc. Mijii ko-?nb perhaps 
corresponds to the forms occurring in the other Mishmi 
dialects and Daflii. The final 1/28 must be compared with 
7)~a in Meithei ((-mu, Kachin (ti-uzd, etc. 

2'1uo.-Aka X.sl/i is probably derived from I iGi ;  compare 
Aka c h h ,  Tibetan Gi, fish. The prefix h. is identical with 
niishmi l id ,  and corresponds to Tibetan g in gGis, two. Daflii 
and Miri use a prefix ci like many Central and Eastern 
Nag5 dialects. 

Three.-Mishmi, and probably also Aka, have a prefix /ici 

corresponding to y in Tibetan g a t r ~ ~ r ,  t,hree. Dafl6 and Miri 
prefix 6. Compare ' Two.' 

1Fotrr.-All dialects apparel1 tly contain a numeral li or r -I' 
with a suffix 1 ) ~  or 11, corresponding to b in Tibetan bli, four; 
.fil in Lepcha ; b and h i  in t'he Bodo languages; bu and f l ( r  

in mnnv NZgri dialects, and ~ , r r  in Kuki-Chin. To this 1) 

I 

A l ~ t .  I)nilii. I .  1 C'lliilik:1t2. i r  Mijil. 

- . - . -. i 

- 1 1 
... i c ul./;i/l I ci-kd, ri-t?i, c-l;lrc Z-khi//!/ 1 / L O - I I I O .  

~ 
TWO ..., li,vI),T / I - ~ I , I I ;  d - ~ i g i  1 l i c - ~ t ;  kci-!/i77!, i k~i-gzijt!,. 

Three.. . tdc 
I 
1 I/-0111 2 - 2 / 1 1  

Four . . . I  pf i-1.i ( / - p l ( i )  C - l j i  
1 

Fivo . . . pol//  i -7 / ! / (4  C - t y ~ ?  

X:ci - .v h 1 ?ici-xC)/y X:ii -~c i~ tc .  

kz-ppi I 1 k a , ~ t - B ~ . I v .  

i 
/ t ~ C - ~ y 5  )~ui-t/!yfi l~ - Jiin. 

I 
i 
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Xishmi prefixes ka or kam. The numeral li or ri also occurs 
in Lepcha and most Assam-Burmese languages, while Tibetan 
has a)i. 

Five.-Mijii kn-liil~ seems to correspond to Tibetan 111g(( 
wit!h Bn prefixed. Aka porn is probably derived from pa-nya. 
The prefix pa has already been mentioned with ' Four.' JI(i 
in Chulikati-i and Digiiru md-ngci, five, corresponds to the 
prefix mn in the numeral 'five' in  Eachin, Meithei, Lhotl?, 
Xiklai, Thukumi, and most NZgZ-Bodo dialects. 

The higher numerals, twenty, thirty, etc., are formed by 
prefixing ' two,' ' three,' and so on to t'he numeral ' ten ' in 
Aka and Mishmi, while Daflii and Miri suffix the multiplier 
after the pattern ' tens-two,' ' tens-three,' etc. Tibetan, 
Kachin, Burmese, Mikir, and other dialects agree with Aka 
and Miuhmi, while Lepcha, the Kuki-Chin: and most Niigii 
languages form their higher numerals in the same may as 
Daflii and Miri. 

Generic prefixes are used with numerals in the Bodo 
languages, some NBg5 dialects such as Mikir and EmpeG, 
and the Kulti-Chin group. They are also used in Daflii and 
Miri. Compare the generic suffixes in Burmese. BIishmi, 
and probably also Aka, agroee with Tibetan where the 
numerals are used without such qualifying affixes. 

The preceding remarks will have shown that  the numerals 
in Aka and Mishmi are more closely connected with those 
usual in Tibetan than the forms occurring in Daflii and Miri. 
These latter dialects in important points agree with the 
Bodo, NiigZ, and Euki-Chin 1:lnguages. All dialects in  
question agree with the Assam-Burmese languages in the 
form of the numeral ' four.' 

I now turn to the personal pronoun I. Aka, Daflii, Miri, 
and ChulikatZ have forms which are identical with or 
derived from Tibetan and Burmese 11911. The Digiiru 
pronoun h;, I, is probably derived from the same form. 
Compare Meithei ni and RhoirCo Aai. It is probable that 
the forms beginning with h are due to an aspiration of the 
initial ~ b g ,  corresponding t o  the aspirated pl-enunciation of 
3oft consonants in  Eastern Tibet. A strong aspiration might 
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well supersede the rest of the connonant in the pronusciation. 
A si~rlilar interchange between nq arrd h occurs in dialect6 
of Kharni. Mi ju  Izi correeponds t,o kei in the Kuki-Chin 
languages. I t  is probtibly derived from nga, i y k a ;  compare 
Kachin 11gni. This derivntion is based on the suppo~ition 
that an aspirated )zg might becorne yh and, f'drther, k. 
Corn pare the aspirated soft consonan t,s in East ern Tibet, 
which can scarcely be dist.ingoiahed from the corresponding 

- 

hard sounds. I n  the same may we find AngZmi ko corre- 
sponding to &o sgo, fish. 

Thofc.-Daflii, Miri, and Mishmi have the forms nd and 
~jyd, corresponding to AngP~ni no and similar forms in many 
Assarn-Burtnese languages. Aka 66 seems to correspond 
to bd in Sir George Campbell's Hati Garva. 

The personal pronouns of tire third person differ in most 
dia1cct.s. All forms are originally demonstrative pronouns, 
and corresponding or~es are found in  the neiglr bouring 
languages. Thus, Sliri and DaflZ l u i  corresponds to bi, 
he, atid similar forms in Bodo, po in Angami, etc. ; Aka 2 
and 2, and Digiiru E to a, that, in 'l'ibetan and other con- 
nected forms of speech; Daflii ma t o  in the Kuki-Chin 
dialects; DigZru he to he, this, in Lu-he'i and connected 
languages ; and Mijii toe to Garo ~ e ,  Arung tui, he, etc. 

We shall now proceed to make some remarks on the 
formation and inflection of words. 

A vocalic prefix which occurs in various forms such as 
a, c, i, o, and u,  is apparently used in all dialects, perbaps 
-rvit,h the exception of R1ijii. It is not, like the Burmese 
prefix rr,  used to form nouns of action from verbs, but is 
very common before noulrs, and also before adjectives, 
apparel) t.lv without adding anything to the meaning. It 
is probably identical with the prefix a in NGgZ and Kuki- 
Chin languages, in Lepcha, a ~ r d  in Tibetan words such as 
'a-pha, father ; 'n -mu,  rnotalrer. I n  Aka i t  is identical in  
form with the personal pronoun of the third person, and 
i t  is perhaps originallv a pronominal prefix. 

DaflG, Miri, and Mistrmi also use a prefix En before 
adjectives, as do also the Bodo, NPgZ, and Kachin languages. 
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Gender is distinguished in the same way as in all collnectcd 
languages by using separate words or adding suffixes. Many 
of the suffixes of gender are identical with those occurring 
in neigbbouring dialects. Thus, the usual male suffix is  
pc- or p;, corresponding to Tibetan 1 1 ~  rind po and similar 
forms in most Tibeto-Burman languages. The forms ~ ~ c r  

and mi in Mishmi correspond to Kachin ?ad and the pro- 
nunciation of brr as qua after vowels in  Tibetan. 

I t  is of interest to note that Dafli-i and Miri repeat the 
names of animals, or the last syllable of them, before 
the suffixes of gender. The same principle also prevails in 
Kachin. 

The genitive is formed by prefixing the governed to the 
governing noun. Aka often repeats the governed noun by 
means of a possessive pronoun prefixed to the governing 
one. The same principle largely prevails in the Kuki-Chin 
languages. Daflii and Miri possess a genitive suffix kc(, 
corresponding to Tibetan kyi, Meithei gi, etc. The same 
dialects form their locative by adding a suffix Id,  which is 
identical with the Tibetan dative suffix Z((. 

The suffix of the comparative in Daflii and Miri is $8, 

which corresponds to ?/b and zd in many Kulri-Chin dialects. 
With  regard to the inflection of verbs, it is of importance 

to note that all dialects, perhaps with the exception of 
Mijii, use the same verb substantive in the formation of 
a periphrastic present. The various forms of this verb a11 
correspond to Tibet'un ( I -  dug-per, which is used in the 
same war. 

Miri, and to some extent also Dafli?, agree with Mikir in  
the formation of the future, the suffixes ,ye and pic in Miri 
corresponding to Mikir j i  and pd. Compare also the suffixes 
of tlhe infinitive of purpose ?/c in AngZmi :tilrl pl~rr in Burmese, 
etc. Afiri, and apparently also Digi-iru, oftcn use diff'erent 
suffixes in the negative future, as is also the case in Angimi. 
The suffix of the negative future in Miri is ye, which is 
used wit11 n simple future sense in Digiiru, nyhilc 3Iijii !/fi 

probably correspo~~ds to Miri ye. This latter suffix ih 
perhaps also connectecl with irye in Aka. Compare the 



suffix ?2,'lid which forms a future of doubt in Angiimi, and 
the future suffix iq i  ill SemiL, etc. 

The ~uffires of the conjunctive participle are r ~ a  and /a 

or similar forms iu Aka, Daflii, and Miri. No instances are 
available for AIishmi. Compare Tibetan u t ~  and kc and 
similar forms in Inany other connected languages. Compare 
also the Tibetan case suffixes la and ~ztl. 

The formation of causatives is only known in Daflii and 
Miri, where the verb ' to do,' 9rhc-t and 1126, respectively, is 
sutExed to the principal verb. Compare the prefixed ?un, 
ituzlz, etc., in the Old Kuki dialects. The causative in Aka 
is probably formed in the same way as in Tibetan. Thus, 
in sllii, to kill, from clzii, to die, me find the causative formed 
after the pattern intransitive g, transitive Iih. 

The negative particle is or nrdftg in all dialects with 
the exception of DigZru, where it is in$. This iru is, however, 
probably derived from the same original. The negative is 
p,qjzed to the verb in Aka and Mijii, but .szffixed in Daflii, 

r 1 BIiri, and Digiiru. lhere are no instances available in 
Chulikatii. Aka and Mijl? agree mith Tibetan, Kachin, 
l3urmese, Central Nag:, etc., while the suffixed negative 
is found in Kuki-Chin, Western Niigi-i, Nags-Bodo, NBgb- 
Kuki, and Bodo. The negative particle iilci is identical 
with Tibetan and Burmese nw. The forms lnaleg in Miri 
and in) in Digiiru may perhaps contain this mn prefixed 
to some verb substantive. Compare Tibetan 11lc(Z-pa, for 
mi-yod-p(r, not-to-be. The suffixed negative is perhaps 
derived from a colnpound verb of this kind. I t  is, however, 
also possible that the position of the negative in the Tibeto- 
Burman languages was originally freer than it is now. 

We may note that the usual tense suffixes are often 
dropped in the negative mood, as is also the case in 
13nrrnese and other connected languages. 

I t  will be seen from the preceding remarks that all the 
dialects in questlion have several points of analogy mith 
other Tibeto-Burman languages. 

They agree with Tibetan in the use of the same verb 
substantive in order to form a periphrastic present. 



A prefix N, c, i, etc., is used in the same way as the 
corresponding prefix a in Tibetan and most of the Tibeto- 
Burman larlguages of Assam, while the peculiar use of 
the prefix n in Kachin and Burmese seems to be foreign 
to them. 

The conjunctive participle is formed by means of the same 
suffixes as in Tibetan and the languages of Assam. 

The numeral 'four' agrees with the forms used in the 
Assam-Burmese languages. 

The prefixes are apparently, to a great extent, full 
syllables, as is the case in the Assam-Burmese languages. 
Our materials are not, however, sufficient for enteriug into 
this question. 

All these points seem to show that the North Assam 
dialects are intermediary between Tibetan and Hurrnese, 
or, more correctly, between Tibetan and the Tibeto-Burman 
languages of Assam. 

Their position would be easier to define if we had sufficient 
information regarding the existence of tones. We know 
that several tones exist in DaflH, Miri, and Mibhmi, and 
the same is probably the case in Aka. This fact st ems to 
show that they are more closely connected with 'libetan 
than with Burmese. The same conclusion must be derived 
from the fact that initial soft consonants occur to a con- 
siderable extent, while they are changed to hard sounds in 
Burmese. 

A11 the dialects in question differ to a great extent in 
vocabulary. 'l'his is especially the case with Aka, while 
the Miahmi dialects in many poir~ts agree with Miri and 
DaflH, as will be seen from the comparison of a few words :- 

arrow- . . Digiiru w-pu ; Daflii ~-p i .  
blood . . Miji i  nz'; Daflii iri. 
brother . . Digiiru gad-pic ; Duflii ~ r - 6 0 .  
dark . . . Dlgiiru I;&-2,d-d ; Daflii k a r .  
die . . . Digiiru si ; Daflii and hliri si. 
dog . . Digiiru f z - l r ~ i  ; Uafl5 ?-X.? ; Miri ?-hi. 
drea~tl . . Digiirn ydrild ; Dafla ~ l o ~ , , ~ a .  



drink . . 
eat . . . 
feather . . 
flower . , 

h a i r .  . . 
horn . . . 
mother . . 
name . . 
pig . . . 
slave. . . 
snake . . 
tail . . . 
tree . . . 
water . . 

Digiiru tan& ; Daflii tii ; Miri t i n g .  
DigZru &;l; DaflG da ; Miri d d .  
Digiiru am ; DaflB am. 
Digiiru td-pci ; Daflii oppu. 
Digiiru dhong - ; Daflii dtinz. 
Digiiru 1.6 ; Daflii a-VU. 
Diga'ru uci-tnci ; Dafla' ci-mi. 
Digiiru a-rnzuzg ; Daflii cr -nz iv~ .  
Digi-iru ha-Zi ; Daflii illyi. 
Digiiru ;m-po ; Daflii pd. 
Digi-iru tub6 ; Daflii tab ; Miri tabqdi. 
Diga'ru Zc-n~t>zg ; Daflii a-mi. 
Digiiru ma-.sdny ; Daflii ~ ~ 1 1 7 .  

Digiiru 7 9 2 ~ - ~ 7 ~ 2  ; Daflii islzi. 

Such instances might' easily be multiplied. They show 
that there are a considerable amount of common words in 
Mishmi and Daflii-Miri. These dialect's also agree in the 
use of the prefix kcc with adjectives, in the personal pronoun 
of the second person, and other points. Diga'ru also agrees 
with Daflii and Rliri in the use of a suffixed negative, while 
Mijii, like Aka, prefixes the negative to the verb. 

The Mishini dialects cannot!, however, be classed as closelr 
related to Daflii and Miri. They soiuetimes aIso agree with 
Aka as against t8he central dialects. 

Thus, they use a. prefix 7x7 in the numerals ' two'  and 
'three,' as is also the case in Aka and Tibetan. They form 
the higher numerals as in Tibetan, I<achin, Burmese, etc., 
after the pattern ' three- ten^,' and t'hey do not use generic 
prefixes before numerals. 

The Mishmi dialects also, in some points, agree with 
Kachin. Thus, the numeral ' five ' takes a. prefix f n c r  as in 
Kachin, Meithei, and some Niigii dialects, and the usual 
prefixes and i i  in Mishmi and Kachin are probably 
identical. There is also some connection between them i t 1  

vocabulary. Thus, me find Digiiru ~ld-yii, Kachin phs, 
brother; Mij l  bajhg, Bachin w'bd, cloth; Mi j l  and Kachin 
s?nnehr+, corn ; MijE and Kachin shu, eat ; Mijr? 7127, Kachil~ 
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,,ti, eye ; Kjl? sut ,  Kachin snt, kill ; llijii sic-kip, Kachi~l 
1q.1, leaf ; Mijti and Kachin I;8p, shoot ; 31ijii I r c ~ i ~ t g ,  Kachi~l 
~ t ' l i l ~ g ,  stone ; Mijii yl/&t, Kachin 11?'/9l,crt, vornit ; Mijii m'holry, 
Tcachin ?)j'lril,zg, wind ; etc. 

The proportion of colnnlon words does not, howevel-, appear 
to be great. 

The central dialects, R1ix.i and Daflii, agree with several 
of the neighbouring forms of speech. The ~.eduplicatio~l 
of the nouns before the suffixes of gender is also commoil 
in Kachin. The prefixes before the first numerals are the 
same as those used in some Central and Eastern Niigil 
dialects. The formation of the higher numerals is the same 
as in the Kuki-Chin and most Niigii languages. Generic 
prefixes with numerals are used in the same way as in the 
Bodo, some Niigii, and the Kulii-Chin languages. Compare 
the generic suffixes in Burmese. The comparative suffix 
is the same as that occurring in some Kuki-Chin languages. 
Some tense suffixes are common to Miri-DaflZ and Mikir, 
and so forth. 

The result of the above may be summed up as follows :- 
The dialects in question occupy an intermediate position 

between Tibetan and the Tibeto-Burman languages of Assam. 
They agree with Tibetan in important points, but differ in 
others in  the same way as the connected languages of Assam 
and Burma. 

We can only account for this relationship by the Sup- 
position that the tribes in question were gradually driven 
into their present homes from a locality where the different 
branches of the Tibeto-Rurman family were in mutual 
contact. This points to  the country about the headwaters 
of the Irawaddy and Chindwin rivers as the locality from 
which the North Assam tribes crossed the Brahmaputra and 
wandered westward to their present habitat. 

The dialects under consideration cannot be considered as 
one distinct group, and we must therefore conclude that the 
immigration into the mountains between the Assam valley 
and Tibet extended over a considerable period, the various 
tribes having crossed the Brahmuputra a t  different times. 
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The mountainous region which is their home may be 
considered as a backwater that was gradually filled up from 
the great Tibeto-Burman current which, in the course of 
time, split up and flowed into Tibet and Further India. 

The Akas are probably the first immigrants, and have 
lived isolated in their mountains for a considerable time. 
This would account for the strange appearance of their 
vocabulary, and also for the many points of analogy with 
Tibetan. 

The Miris and Dafliis must have had intercourse with the 
tribes now known as Kachin, Kuki-Chin, NZgZ, and Bodo, 
before they reached their present homes. The JIishmis 
have more affinity to Tibetan, but are also akin to the 
Kachins. The Western Mishmis, the Digiirus, and Chuli- 
kaGs have also been influenced by their western neighbours, 
the Miris and DaflZs, and perhaps also by the Tibeto-Burman 
tribes of Assam. 
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